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Focus on cosmology and the formation of
the first galaxies - big picture astrophysics

Archaeology and Astronomy

Seeing the past
•
•

Light travels at 300,000 km/s. Fast, but finite.

•
•

We’re seeing the past

•

We don’t get to choose when we see. Each
distance corresponds to a specific time in cosmic
history

When we see distant objects, we’re seeing them as
they were when that light was emitted
Moon is ~1 light seconds away
Sun is ~8 light minutes away

What do we see?
•

Different frequencies show us different objects at
different distances.

•

Limits set by technology and absorption along the
line of sight

Cosmic Microwave Background

Planck satellite

Cosmic Microwave Background
“Infant” Universe
~400,000 years old
Small temperature variation
= small variation in density
Seeds that will grow into galaxies and
clusters that we see today

Hubble Space Telescope

Hubble Ultra Deep Field
•

Patch smaller than the moon on sky

•

Furthest galaxies are located at distances
when Universe was 1 billion years old

•

“Mature” Universe
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The Cosmic Timeline
CMB
Dark ages
Cosmic Dawn
Reionization
Galaxy
formation

•

CMB shows intial
conditions

•

Deep galaxy surveys
show later galaxies

•

What went on in
between?

•

Currently NO
observations!
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The Missing Reel
CMB
Dark ages
Cosmic Dawn
Reionization
Hubble Deep
Field

•
•
•

Dark Ages
Cosmic Dawn
Reionization

Dark sure, but interesting

Structures grow as gravity causes collapse

Fire breathing monsters?

•
•

First stars formed from primordial gas - hydrogen and helium

•

First stars may have been larger, hotter, brighter
=> live fast, die young (Pop III lifetime ~ 1 million years)

Later stars form from gas enriched with metals - carbon,
oxygen, iron,...

Population III
~100 Msol
Metal-free
~20 Lsol

Population II
Metal-poor
(galactic bulge/globular clusters)

Population I
Metal-rich
(spiral arms of Milky way)
Our sun

First stars

9.6.3 Semi-Analytic Models

halo is then represented by a merger tree (see Fig. 9.37)
Alternatively, such merger trees can also be extracted
from numerical simulations of structure formation, by
following the mass assemble history of individual ha
los. The statistical properties of halos of mass M a
redshift z are then obtained by analyzing the ensemble
of merger trees. Each individual merger tree specifie

One can try to understand the above qualitative arguments in greater detail and quantitatively. Note that
this is not possible by means of a cosmological hydrodynamic simulation: the physical processes that
determine the formation of stars in galaxies occur on
very small length-scales, whereas the evolution of structures, which defines, e.g., the merger rate, happens on
cosmological scales. Hence it is impossible to treat both
scales together in a single simulation. Furthermore, the
physical laws determining the behavior of gas (hydrodynamical processes such as shock fronts and friction;
radiation processes) are too complicated to be modeled in a detailed simulation, except in those which
are confined to a single galaxy. In addition, many of
the gas processes are not understood sufficiently well
to compute their effects from basic physical laws. Star
formation is just one example of this, although arguably
the most important one.
To make progress, we can parametrize the functional
behavior of those processes which we are unable to describe with a quantitative physical model. To give one
example, the star-formation rate in a galactic disk is expected (and observed) to depend on the local surface
mass density Σg of gas in the disk. Therefore, the starβ
formation rate is parametrized in the form Ṁ∗ = AΣg ,
and the parameters A and β adjusted by comparison
of the model predictions with observations. Such semi-

Fig. 9.37. A typical merger tree, as expected in a hierarchica
CDM model of structure formation. The time axis runs from
top to bottom. A massive halo at the present time t0 has formed
by mergers of numerous halos of lower mass, as indicated in
the figure. One defines the time of halo formation as the time t
at which one of the sub-halos had reached half the mass of th
current halo

above ∼ 1011 M⊙ . The early appearance of massive ellipticals at such high redshifts, with number densities as
observed, are difficult to explain by hierarchical models
of galaxy evolution, which we will discuss next.

Galactic archaeology
•

“hierarchical structure formation”
- small galaxies merge to form larger ones

•

Can search for oldest stars in our galaxy as
low-mass metal-poor stars

•

Less fossils, more very old citizens of Universe

LETTER

doi:10.1038/nature12990

A single low-energy, iron-poor supernova
as the source of metals in the star SMSS
J031300.362670839.3
S. C. Keller1, M. S. Bessell1, A. Frebel2, A. R. Casey1, M. Asplund1, H. R. Jacobson2, K. Lind3, J. E. Norris1, D. Yong1, A. Heger4,
Z. Magic1,5, G. S. Da Costa1, B. P. Schmidt1 & P. Tisserand1

First galaxies

•
•

Galaxy is a collection of gravitationally bound stars

•

IF feedback prevents star formation for a while
then galaxies are “bursty” - 1 star at a time

•

IF feedback mild then may get more continuous
star formation

•

Prima dona vs team players...

First star to form altered surroundings
- heating, ionization, metal enrichment, winds,...

What sort of light?
•

As stars live and die they produce remnants neutron stars, black holes

•

Black holes can coalesce at center of galaxy and
grow rapidly => supermassive black hole

•

Accretion of gas onto black hole releases energy
as radiation - can out shine galaxy
= Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)

•

Jet of non-thermal emission + hot X-rays

Blowing bubbles
•
•

Light more energetic than 13.6 eV can ionize hydrogen

•

Ultimately, the space between galaxies becomes entirely
ionized

Ionized bubbles form around galaxies and grow, merging
over time.

photon
eep+

Neutral hydrogen

p+

Ionized hydrogen

Reionization

The last phase transition???
•

Reionization is the last major phase transition in
the Universe from space being filled with cold,
neutral gas to hot, ionized gas.

•
•

When and how long did reionization take place?

•

How did ionized bubbles grow and merge?
- small bubbles around individual galaxies
- larger bubbles around groups of galaxies

What were the sources that drove it?
- Massive metal-free Population III stars
- Many metal-poor Population II stars
- Accretion onto supermassive black holes (AGN)

What do we know?

Reionization

Reionization

Casablanca

Cast:
dark matter halos
Population III stars
Population II stars
Galaxies
Black holes
Dark stars
Miniquasar
...

Cast:
Taxi driver
Police man
Rick
Souk merchant
Lazlo
Ilsa
Man with camel
...

Know the cast, but
who are the leads and who the bit players?

Reionization
Plot:
Universe was neutral
Luminous sources form
Universe became ionized

Casablanca
Plot:
Boy meets girl
Boy falls for girl
Boy loses girl

Know the plot highlights,
but what are the details?
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How to observe reionization?
•

Should be able to see some of the bright galaxies with
the James Webb Space Telescope
BUT
faint galaxies are too faint. Sad since they’re numerous

•

Really want to see the hydrogen gas that gets ionized
BUT
light from ionization and recombination of hydrogen
gets blocked before it gets to us

•

Need a new technique to map the hydrogen

The 21 cm line
•

Hydrogen can emit or absorb radio waves with
wavelength of 21cm from spin flips

•

These radio waves can propagate to us today

21cm = 1.4 GHz

Nearby 21 cm observations
•
•

21 cm light will be shifted in frequency by Doppler effect
Used in nearby Universe to map shape of Milky Way

•

Cutting Swiss Cheese

At cosmic distances, expansion of Universe
produces Doppler shift = redshifting

Where should we look?
•

Frequencies 40-200MHz correspond to
100million - 1billion years after the Big Bang

1420 MHz => z=0

200 MHz
100 MHz

tAge(z=0) ~13.7 Gyr

z=6
z = 13

70 MHz ⇥ z

50 MHz => z~27

20

tAge (z = 6)

1 Gyr

tAge (z = 10)

500 Myr

tAge (z = 20)

150 Myr

tAge(z=27) ~100 Myr

Radio telescopes of the past

Front page
New York Times
May 3, 1933

Jansky with his 20.5 MHz telescope near Bell Labs

Bigger is better!

Green Bank 300ft telescope

Building big dishes is hard

collapsed in 1988 - structural failure

Interferometry
•

Radio telescope samples
phase and amplitude of
electromagnetic wave

•

Combine signal from
many elements to
synthesise a bigger
telescope
= ‘interferometry’

•

More elements
= more collecting area
& better quality image

Giant Meter Radio Telescope

Built in 1995, 80 km from Pune, India
30 x 45m dishes. 50MHz-1500MHz


.'.2
LOw Frequency ARray (LOFAR)

•
•
•

  

First of modern arrays built to target cosmic 21cm signal

Individual elements are simple antennae collected into ‘tiles’
Plug into supercomputer and correlate = ‘Digital astronomy’

HBA (120-240 MHz)

LBA (10-80MHz)

LOFAR
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Square Kilometer Array
•
•

Will have ~ 1 million antennae and 1km2 collecting area

•
•
•
•
•

Located in South Africa and Australia

Distributed over core of ~ 1km to outlying stations ~
100km away
First light ~2020
International HQ at Jodrell Bank near Manchester
Cost: €650 million for Phase 1
BIG DATA!!! - SKA Phase 1 will produce today’s internet
per night

Square Kilometer Array

Square Kilometer Array

Key challenges



 


 
Man made
radio interference
• 
• Astronomical foregrounds - 1000x larger than signal

&+D

21 cm signal
SKA

Moon?
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Where CMB is a photo; 21cm signal is a movie
Sensitive to key moments in cosmic history
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Cosmic movies

What might we learn?
• When did first galaxies
begin heating and ionizing
k⎮⎮

ν,
z

k⊥

the Universe.

•

Sizes & number of
bubbles linked to
brightness and abundance
of galaxies

•

Temperature of hydrogen
linked to X-ray emission
from early black holes

•

Map distribution of
matter throughout
Universe

Things to watch out for

•

Radio astronomy being transformed by computing
power

•
•

New instruments; new capabilities; new frontiers

•

21 cm studies will reveal Universe from 100
million years after the Big Bang through to today

Big data; big computing challenges
=> new algorithms needed

astronomy.
canceled the next planned servicing mission; this miswhen using clusters as cosmological probes. Towards the full capacity of these digital radio
interferometers,
NEWSFOCUS
The Hubble Space Telescope has turned out to be sion is vital for HST since its gyroscopes need to be
the end of this decade, ALMA (Atacama Large Mil- a giant evolution in the hardware and software of such
the most successful astronomical observatory of all replaced. In addition, this servicing mission was schedlimeter Array, Fig. 10.5), a 64 antenna interferometer supercomputers will be required.
“With the making of the first segment, we that [TMT] is really s
time (although it certainly was also the most expen- uled to bring two new powerful instruments on-board,
have pretty much retired the risk of how you fashioned stuff,” says
sive one). This success can be explained predominantly further increasing the scientific capabilities ofput
HST.
At
the telescope
together,” he says. He has neer with GMT. “But
come home
by its angular resolution, which is enormously supe- present (2006) it is unclear whether this servicing
mis-in the middle of the day to tend to a reason. We are not tr
his ailing cat. Sunlight bouncing off a pool in hasn’t been done, that
rior compared to ground-based telescopes, and by the sion will be launched, thereby prolonging thethelifetime
back dances on his face as he peels a
Nelson, who other
significantly reduced night-sky brightness, in partic- of HST for several more years and bridgingpomegranate
the time at the lunch table. Making the risk-taker, stresses th
492 segments of the competitor TMT work are now a rock-solid
ular at longer wavelengths. The importance of HST until JWST will be launched (see below).
together, Angel says, is inherently riskier than trolling 492 segment
for extragalactic astronomy is not least based on the
Fortunately, the successor of HST is already
at an
GMT’s seven-piece design: “It’s a matter of the 36-segment Keck
characteristics of galaxies at high redshifts. Before the intensive stage of planning and is currently scheduled
the devil you know versus the devil you don’t.” 16 years ago) is “co
launch of HST, it was not known that such objects are to be launched in 2013. This Next GenerationCaution
Space and thrift come up a lot when modern computers,
Fig. 10.5. Artist’s impression
of the
Atacamembers
of the
two teams pitch their projects. line is that today se
small and therefore have, at a given flux, a high sur- Telescope (which wasma
named
James
Webb
Space
TeleLarge Millimeter Array
“If(ALMA)
you look atwhich
the two telescopes, you say cheaper per square m
face brightness. This demonstrates the advantage of the scope – JWST) will have
a
mirror
of
6.5-meters
diameter
is currently being built on the Llano de
high resolution that is achieved with HST. Several ser- and therefore will be Chajnantor
substantially
more sensitive
than
in Chile,
a plateau at
5000 meBig plans
vice missions to the observatory led to the installment HST. Furthermore, JWST
will
be
optimized
for
obserters altitude (this is also the site of APEX).
every other
of
of new and more powerful instruments which have con- vations in the NIR (1 The
to 5 64
µm)antennas
and thuswill
be have
able, aindiameter
par12 meters
Theywhose
will bestellar
operated in
tinuously improved the capacity of HST. At present, ticular, to observe sources
at higheach.
redshifts
interferometric
mode,
and they will start
the future of HST is very uncertain. After the fatal dis- light is redshifted intoanthe
NIR regime of
the spectrum.
a totally new
era in
(sub-)mm
astronomy,
The Spitzer Space Telescope
already
operates
at NIR
owing to the large collecting area and the
and MIR wavelength.excellent
Despite atmospheric
the fact thatconditions
Spitzer carat this site
ries only a 60 cm mirror, it is far more sensitive and efficient in this wavelength regime than previous satellites.
We hope that JWST will be able to observe the first
galaxies and the first AGN, i.e., those sources responsible
for reionizing the Universe. Besides a NIR camera,
NEWSFOCUS
JWST will carry the first multi-object spectrograph in
space, which is optimized for spectroscopic studies of
THEwill
COLOSSUS OF EUROPE
high-redshift galaxy samples and whose sensitivity
exceed that of all previous instruments by a hugeWith
factor.
a 100-meter primary mirror, it would have been the big daddy of all
label “Overwhelmingly Large” (OWL) bestowed by its architects at the
Furthermore, JWST will carry a MIR instrumentthewhich
Observatory (ESO). Now, astronomers joke that the acronym means “Or
is being developed for imaging and spectroscopyEven
in so,
thethe scaled-down successor that ESO has committed to build
wavelength range 5 µm ≤ λ ≤ 28 µm.
Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT)—would still outsize the U.S. entries i
Meter asTelescope and the Giant Magellan Telescope (see main text), by a fa
A new kind of observatory is planned for X-ray
mary mirror 42 meters in diameter.
tronomy where the focal length will be so large as
to
E-ELT’s estimated cost of $1.5 billion also makes it the most expensive
require two spacecraft. One of them will carry the
mir- however, seem rosier than those of GMT and TMT because go
ing prospects,
ing it: The 14 member states of ESO have agreed to provide a third of the
ror system, whereas the other will host the instruments.
years. To make up the difference, ESO members are discussing whether
Operating such a telescope will require that the 10
separatributions to the ESO budget, attract outside partners, or do both, says Jas
tion between the telescope and the focal plane be
tor ofkept
the E-ELT project office.
The project’s planners, who are currently finishing up a detailed design,
constant with very high precision. This poses a techno-

Exciting times ahead!

ALMA

JWST

E-ELT

GMT

TMT

We are listening - Diane Ackerman
As our metal eyes wake
to absolute night,
where whispers fly
from the beginning of time,
we cup our ears to the heavens.
We are listening

!

on the volcanic rim of Flagstaff
and in the fields beyond Boston,
in a great array that blooms
like coral from the desert floor,
on highwire webs patrolled
by computer spiders in Puerto Rico.

!

We are listening for a sound
beyond us, beyond sound,

!

searching for a lighthouse
in the breakwaters of our uncertainty,
an electronic murmur,
a bright, fragile I am.

!

Small as tree frogs
staking out one end
of an endless swamp,
we are listening
through the longest night
we imagine, which dawns
between the life and times of stars.

Our voice trembles
with its own electric,
we who mood like iguanas,
we who breathe sleep
for a third of our lives,
we who heat food
to the steaminess of fresh prey,
then feast with such
good manners it grows cold.

!

In mind gardens
and on real verandas
we are listening,
rapt among the Persian lilacs
and the crickets,
while radio telescopes
roll their heads, as if in anguish.

!

With our scurrying minds
and our lidless will
and our lank, floppy bodies
and our galloping yens
and our deep, cosmic loneliness
and our starboard hearts
where love careens,
we are listening,
the small bipeds
with the giant dreams.
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SKA status
SKA director general - Phil Diamond
FULL OPERATION

2019

FIRST ASTRONOMICAL
OBSERVATIONS

INITIAL CONSTRUCTION

2013
-2015

2016

(Australia)
(SA)

Baseline design currently under discussion

Current
2012

SYSTEM DESIGN
AND COSTING

SHORTLISTING OF
SUITABLE SITES

1991

SKA sites: South Africa - Karoo
Australia - Western Outback
SKA-low: 50-350 MHz
SKA-mid: 350MHz-3GHz

DETAILED DESIGN AND
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

SITE DECISION

2008
-2012

2024

2006

SKA CONCEPT

SKA project office - Jodrell Bank, Manchester
Birmingham 2013

Jonathan Pritchard

MWA

Birmingham 2013

Jonathan Pritchard

Arecibo
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Arecibo telescope in Pue
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VLA
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JWST
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ALMA

Birmingham 2013

Jonathan Pritchard

DARE

Birmingham 2013
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More needed...
Age of Universe=
QSO
CMB

∫

HUDF
redshift=
Existing observations leaves much unanswered:
1) Lyman-alpha forest: end point z>6.5
2) CMB optical depth: mid point z~11
3) kSZ amplitude: duration z<4.4 ?
HST probes skewer much smaller than scale of ionized regions + only brightest sources
Large galaxy samples with LAE surveys or Euclid possible to z~8
Fundamental need for new types of observation to understand details of reionization
Birmingham 2013

Jonathan Pritchard

Simulation of galaxy formation
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We could imagine that light moved more slowly
say 1km/year
!

Then 18000km to Wellington,NZ would take 18000years
we’d see back to the beginning of human history
!

and you’d have to wait ~18 hours after hitting
a lightswitch to see the light
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Stellar Archeology
•

Our galaxy has formed via mergers - “hierarchical structure
formation” - smaller units form first then merger to form
larger ones

•
•

Some components were galaxies that formed long ago

•

Search for metal-poor and metal-free stars in our Milky way

Low mass stars have lifetime> age universe so may be still
around today

LETTER

doi:10.1038/nature12990

A single low-energy, iron-poor supernova
as the source of metals in the star SMSS
J031300.362670839.3
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